REVENANTS AND REVOLUTIONARIES: BODY AND
SOCIETY IN BOGDANOV'S MARTIAN NOVELS
Douglas Greenfield, Columbia University*

In Stanley Kubrik's 1964 black comedy Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned
to Stop Worrying and Love theBomb, the psychotic General JackD. Ripper
(SterlingHayden) orders awing of B-52 bombers to attack targets in the So
viet Union, precipitating nuclear holocaust. Ripper believes he is thwartinga
Communist plot to sap the bodily fluids of theWestern powers. The Soviets,
he explains, are polluting thewater. "Water,"Ripper tells a stunnedCaptain
Mandrake (Peter Sellers), "water is the source of all life. Seven tenthsof this
earth's surface iswater.Why, do you realize that... seventy percent of you is
water." The global war of ideology iswaged on the body. In fact,Ripper im
putes his own impotence,which he describes as a "loss of essence," toCom
munist infiltration.He connects fluoridation to the scheme: "A foreign sub
stance is introduced into our precious bodily fluidswithout the knowledge of
the individual, and certainly without any choice. That's theway your hard
core commie works." A threat to our physical borders stands for a threat to
our ideological ones.
The vampire, amenace to borders,may be a universal figure of the ideo
logicalOther. In revolutionaryRussia it symbolized political reaction.During
the 1905 Revolution, critics of autocracy caricatured the cadaverous archcon
servative statesmanKonstantin Pobedonostsev as a vampire; after 1917, So
viet leaders portrayed the bourgeoisie and the ideas they embody as reve
nants.1 In a 1920 essay, commissar of enlightenmentAnatoly Lunacharsky
urged Soviet artists to arm themselveswith "Russian revolutionary laughter,"
that is, satirewith which to slay socialism's enemies once and for all. Laugh
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ter, he says, is "an aspen stake driven into the dark sorcerer just killed but
ready to rise from the grave; laughterhammers sturdynails into theblack cof
fin of the past."2Humor is revolutionary hygiene: theway to destroy this
vampire, whose values poison the new order, is "chemically." "Laughter,"
says Lunacharsky, "is the disinfectant thatmakes all this filth disappear" (1:
187). Relentless satire of the old order preserves the health of the new in a
noxious atmosphere.
Dracula
Lunacharsky's imagerymay owe inspiration toBram Stoker's novel Drac
ula,which was published in 1897.3Dracula was tremendouslypopular inRus
sia, where a translationappeared at least as early as 1902.4Although social
critics had portrayed aristocratsand autocratsas bloodsuckers beforeDracula,
Stoker introduced the image of vampirism as infection ("Hehave infect you,"
Dr. Van Helsing informs the bittenMina Harker (360)). Corpses were at the
timewidely believed to spreadepidemic disease with miasma, toxic vapors re
leased from putrefying organicmatter.Although themiasma theoryof disease
provedwrong (and the germ theory correct), ithelped propel sanitary reform.
Stoker's "Un-Dead" is associated with pollution. Entering Dracula's Carfax
lair, the vampire hunters are staggered

by an odor, "an earthy smell, as of some

drymiasma," compounded by a stink of corruption."Everybreath exhaled by
thatmonster," writes JonathanHarker inhis journal, "seemed tohave clung to
theplace and intensified its loathsomeness" (290). In themedical imagination,
thevampire's poisonous breath isworse thanhis bite; in fact,Van Helsing con
nects Dracula's power to the volcanic gases of Transylvania,which "kill or
make to vivify" (360). So, playing on popular fears,Lunacharsky conjures up
a powerful image of ideological pollution.
Stoker's book also did a great deal to eroticize
literary vampirism. Blood
inDracula. Young Lucy is fed upon by the Count
and semen are equivalents

and reanimatedby blood transfused from the veins of her suitors.The proce
dure has clear sexual connotations.Arthur, the first donor, is theman Lucy
to wed,

has chosen

and the others

are warned

not to tell him they have also

given blood; itwould make him jealous. Indeed, after Lucy's death,Arthur
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comforts himself with the notion that the "transfusion of his blood to her
veins hadmade her trulyhis bride" (213). On the one hand, giving blood is a
display of male power; however, Stoker also plays onVictorian anxieties over
gender roles. The sexually assertive female vampires in the novel are figures
of theNew Woman, a social phenomenon towhich Stoker refers. The New
a type depicted

Woman,

in the novels

of liberal authors such as Sarah Grand,

George Egerton, and Thomas Hardy, rejects the traditionalroles of wife and
mother. From this standpoint, giving blood is a depletion of male strength.
Four transfusions from "strong"men cannot satiateLucy, whom Dracula has
turned.And JonathanHarker,who is attacked by threevoluptuous vampires
inDracula's castle, admits feeling "impotent" (225). Ultimately, the novelist
resolves the crisis of masculinity: Lucy is impaled andDracula, who has been
freeingwomen from conventional roles, is destroyed by Harker and one of
Lucy's erstwhile suitors. Stoker drives a stake through the heart of a threaten
ing ideology.
This paper examines, in a similar vein, ideology and the exchange of fluids
in thework of Aleksandr Bogdanov, who was obsessed with blood (in 1926
he founded theworld's first instituteof blood transfusion), andwhose fiction
features vampires.5 Bogdanov was among the original Bolsheviks and be
came an influential theoristof the new proletarian culture after 1917. Before
theRevolution, he wrote twoMartian novels: Red Star [1908] andRed Star's
prequelEngineerMenni [1913]. EngineerMenni is a historical novel. It tells
the story of theMartian class struggle that prepared theway for the social
utopia described by Red Star's hero and narratorLeonid, a visitor fromEarth.
The novels are a vehicle for the social and scientific theories thatBogdanov
worked out inmany books and essays.
New World
in his account

Early

of his mission

to Mars,

Leonid

portrays

himself

as a

new Columbus. First, he compares theMartian craft to "Columbus's egg,"
neatly suggesting both the ship's spheroid shape and his part as a Bolshevik
culture hero (1979 [1908], 30). (The proverb has its origin in the story that
Columbus, vexed at being told his voyages were easy, challenged the guests
at a dinner

to stand an egg on end. After all had failed to balance the egg, the
explorer simply flattened one end and stood it up: it is easy to follow, not to
show the way.) As the ship draws near Mars, where the revolution has already

takenplace, Leonid calls himself the "Columbusof thisworld," crossing the
ocean of outer space (66). Bogdanov had pictured thisNew World, the future
socialist society, in three essays of 1904 (published together in 1905 as the
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book New World [NovyiMir]). There, the discovery of America is a prime ex
ample of how the strugglewith nature is the real engine of evolution.
In the strugglewith nature, the great common foe, Bogdanov saw an inex
haustible source of rawmaterial for creativity.Only when we test ourselves
against nature, he argues inNew World, do we trulyprogress.America thus
transformedhuman life, confronting itwith a "mass of new vital content"
(1924 [1904], 75). Explorer, hunter, scientist, and inventorwage a constant,
lonely, direct strugglewith nature. This struggle taps primal productive and
creative forces. Profit does not motivate suchmen; adventure, risk, andwon
der are stimuli enough. Their reward ismore rapid,more intense self-develop
ment-growth thatwill be transmitted to future generations.Although Bog
danov acknowledgedMendel's theory of heredity, rediscovered in 1900, he
adhered to the Lamarckian notion of the inheritanceof acquired characteris
tics.6 Lamarckians believed that environmental changes caused behavioral
changes.

Changed

behavior

leads to more

or less use of a structure or organ;

use causes a structure to enlarge over several generations; disuse causes it to
atrophyor disappear.All these adaptive changes, the theorygoes, areheritable.
To speed overall human development, says Bogdanov, we must multiply
the experience of this behavior-changing strugglewith nature. It follows that
forms of social organization

that allow us to join forces and to share experi

ence are themost progressive. Competition, by contrast, is themechanism of
"anarchic" or "spontaneous" [stikhiinyi] development. Social and cultural
forms that enshrine individualism are inefficient, entropic. Competition
wastes talents of mind. Struggle for profit or ego "dissipates force and scat
ters creative attention," ultimately doing more harm than good (1924, 75).
Under conditions of competition, overall life experience is either negligible
or hopelessly divided. Risking one's life in a fight against wild beasts will
evolve

the human

race faster than taking business

risks. The perfection

of the

self goes hand in handwith the perfection of society.7
Red Star andEngineer Menni treat theproblem of progress thatBogdanov
hadworked out in his 1904 essays. The essays and novels askwhether some
body bred in the Old World of competition
can live in the New World
operation. Red Star's Leonid is a sort of limit case of earthly potential:

of co
young

yet experienced, hardened yet adaptable, educated yet actively engaged in
life, he represents the highest level of development possible under current
6. Although
characteristics

in general,
evolution
he believed
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Bogdanov
accepted Darwinian
were
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earthly conditions of competition. Accordingly, theMartian scouts choose
him to try tomake the transition from one planet, that is, one epoch, to an
other.But Leonid fails: he suffers a nervous breakdown and is sent home. I
will consider Leonid's breakdown in light of Bogdanov's theories. Leonid's
failure to adapt,we shall see, is both ideological and physiological.
New Wine
A physician by training,Bogdanov mixed his medicine with his Marx. In
Bogdanov's writings, sociology informsbiology. He drew analogies between
organisms and forms of social organization.Everywhere Bogdanov perceived
"the real unity of organizationalmethods - inmental and inphysical systems,
in living and in dead nature, in thework of elemental forces and in conscious
human activity" (1989 [1913], 1: 79). But the prevailing condition of human
evolution- competition-prevents us from establishing these organizational
principles and using them to control theworld. As long as we compete, as
long as human experience remains divided, we cannot perfect society or the
body. Capitalism and the specialization of knowledge perpetuate individual
ism,which hinders social progress and,we shall see, practical immortality.8
"The disorganization of life," statesBogdanov inNew World, "means the un
productivewaste of its forces, the conflict of its forms, the incongruityof its
manifestations. This applies to all spheres of life" (1924 [1904], 43).
Bogdanov dreamed of a universal science of organization thatwould max
imize the efficiency of all life systems, from the circulation of goods to the
circulation of blood. His theory of organization,which he called tectology,
guides the regulation of the body and society. Put into practice, tectology
would maintain social and bodily equilibrium as humans evolve. Its creator
envisaged a lossless system, lifewithout waste, without, ultimately, death.He
called for the "collecting of thehuman" [sobiranie cheloveka], the integration
of the forces of society and self (1924 [1904], 13).
Bogdanov laid out his organizational science in the 1913 book Tectology.
In a section titled "TheTectology of the Struggle with Old Age," Bogdanov
examines

various

solutions

to the problem

of aging, which

he sees as the ul

timate organizational challenge. (The strugglewith nature,we remember, is
the real engine

of progress.

In making

common

cause

against

nature, we

evolve socially as well as physically.) A few sections earlierBogdanov had
drawn an analogy between capitalism and the perishable body: like themar
ket struggle, aging is a result of systemic contradictions, gradual divergences
in the tempo and strengthof vital functions.For example, in themarket strug
gle, thebranches of production develop disproportionately; some fall behind,
8. The childhood
God's
deaths of two younger
brothers?and
apparent unconcern?formed
to combat death. In a memoir,
"Thus arose my first,
resolve
comments,
Bogdanov
Bogdanov's
1: 32).
childish
ideal?life
without
pain and death" (1995 [1925],
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others outperform. In aging, the kidneys, which filterwastes from the blood,
may fall behindmetabolism. Inboth cases, contradiction leads to crisis: cycli
cal overproduction in the first case, chronic renal failure in the second (1989,
2: 24-27). Both in the economy and in the blood, waste builds up. The ex
change of goods and the exchange of fluids are analogous processes.
The solution, like the problem, is social:mutual blood transfusions.Bog
danov emphasized theprocedure's commonality of purpose. The blood of the
young would replenish theblood of the oldwith infection-fighting leukocytes
andmetabolism-regulating hormones; the blood of the old would fortify the
blood of the young with its acquired or induced resistances to infection.
Blood, notes Bogdanov, is living tissue; for him, mutual transfusion is trans
plantation, the "addingof an individual to an individual." It is like the graft
ing of skin but with the advantage that it is not "one-sided" [odnostoronnii],
a term the authoruses to characterize lower forms of organization. The prom
ise of mutual blood transfusion lies in going "beyond the bounds of individ
uality." If aging is an analogue of themarket system, then immortality is an
analogue of the future socialist system. Bogdanov called mutual blood trans
fusion "physiological collectivism" (1989, 2: 78-89). Aging, he suggests, is
simply a symptom of the class struggle.9
Most important,by multiplying the individual organism's struggle against
nature -

in this case, disease

and deterioration

-we

speed overall

human

de

velopment. Bogdanov supposed that blood carries the stamp of the tissues
with which it comes in constant contact.And, accepting the theory of the in
heritance of acquired characteristics, he suggested thatblood is themeans by
which adaptive changes are transmitted to embryonic cells.10Therefore,mu
tualblood transfusion,by circulating adaptive changes through the gene pool,
cannot but increase the "sum of elements for evolution."
Bogdanov's theoryof evolutionminimizes the role of reproduction.He held
that the "exchange of life," in all forms, is themore efficientmechanism of
evolution. In addition to the exchange of blood, people can apparently spread
adaptive changes through the "intercourseof experience" [obshchenie opyta],
that is, throughconversation andmimicry. This "conjugationof experiences"
[kon"iugatsiia perezhivanii] can replace sexual reproduction.Bogdanov af
an
imagery, were adopted by his ally Leonid Krasin,
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of foreign
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firmed thatyears of communication, as, for example, between spouses, cause
people to resemble one anotherphysically as closely as brothers and sistersormore (1989, 2: 78-89). It turnsout that the exchange of fluids is themodel
for this (initially) psychic form of union. Bogdanov notes that several lan
guages reflect a sense thatour interactionsare liquid: the Frenchword influ
ence (fromLatin, "a flowing in")and itsRussian calque vliianie represent the
effect of one system (a social group, an ideology, or an individual)on another
as amixture of fluids, an "infusion [vlivanie]" (2: 57). "Transfusion"inRus
sian is the relatedword perelivanie.
Bogdanov was fixated on puberty, the onset of which he deemed a terrible
shock to the system. The collapse of the body, he writes in "TheTectology of
the Strugglewith Old Age," startswith the sex organs and their functions (2:
79-80). In theNew World essays, he compares human puberty to capitalism.
For systems growingwild, like our body and society, sudden acceleration cre
ates crisis: the excessive productionof hormones and sperm, like the excessive
production of goods, creates enoughwaste to outweigh development,moving
the race "one step forward, two steps back" (1924, 50). Lower forms of bio
logical and cultural organization-animals and agricultural society-do not
suffer as acutely from growth; themore complex the forms of life-humans
and industrializedsociety -the graver the crisis.As they now stand,body and
society grow in a state of sickness.
Bogdanov believed thatMarxism and science can bring about a human
condition

that is the same in quality,

if not in kind, as primordial

forms of life.

Originally, we were natural communists, he explains inNew World. Simple
agriculturalists insteadof nervous intellectuals,we did not experience change
as crisis. Originally, humans "mergedorganicallywith thewhole -the group,
the community-as cells merge in living tissues" (69). So too, he predicts,
will humansmerge tomorrow,but through science- mutual transfusion- not
nature.Disharmonious development will give way to harmonious develop
ment; the divided body and society will give way to the integralbody and so
ciety. I have shown that forBogdanov the future "collecting of the human"
involves the regulationof energy flows-goods, blood, sperm, andmore. On
Bogdanov's Mars, this future is now.
Engineer Menni
Engineer Menni narrates the shift theMartians, who are humanoid,make
from "spontaneous" to harmonious development, from strugglewith one an
other to strugglewith nature.On pre-revolutionaryMars, the social vanguard
strives against the forces of reaction. In the novel, vampires, living corpses,
are symbols for reactionaries, old men whose dead ideas threaten to sap the
strength of new ones.

In a chapter

titled "The Legend

of the Vampires,"

the

author'smouthpiece, theMartian engineerNetti (Menni's son) explains that
the enemy

of revolution,

a "vampire,"

"is not only

a parasite
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hater of life; he drinks its sap in order to live; he does not want life to live, to
move forward" (1979 [1913], 122).
Bogdanov had introduced the figure of the bloodsucking reactionary in a
1910 essay titled "Vampires."In a continuation, "TheGreat Vampire of Our
Time," he writes that "legends about vampires, the evil dead, figuratively ex
press awidespread social phenomenon-those cases where what is obsolete
[otzhivshee], unwanted, and socially sterile diminishes the strengthof what is
developing, creative, and socially useful. And by no means are 'vampires'
only people; theymay also be groups, classes, institutions, ideas, principles"
(1995 [1910], 1: 68).11Bogdanov's vampire, likeLunacharsky's, pollutes the
new world: Netti points out that a vampire is "not a person, because the
human, socially creative being in him has already died; he is the corpse of
such a being. An ordinary dead body is also harmful: itmust be removed or
destroyed; otherwise it infects the air and spreads disease" (1979, 122-23). 12
While the "vampires"compete, the progressives strugglewith nature. The
book's

eponymous

labors to irrigate the desert planet by means

hero

of a gi

gantic system of canals.Bogdanov may have been inspiredby thework of the
American astronomer Percival Lowell (1855-1916), who believed that the
straight

lines on early

images of the surface of Mars were

telescopic

irriga

tion canals dug by the planet's inhabitants.Lowell published his findings in
books: Mars

three popular

(1895), Mars

and Its Canals

(1906),

and Mars

as

theAbode of Life (1908).Menni, amaster of efficiency, strives to regulate the
flow of the planet's vital fluid:water. By contrast,Menni's political oppo
nents, blood-drinkers, drain life to survive.A real person, a "human-worker,"
saysNetti, "lives for himself as a physiological organism, and lives for soci
in his activity.

ety

strengthens

His

it, helping

stream of life and
energy goes into the common
to defeat that which is hostile to it in the world. At the

same time, he doubtless costs society something, lives by using the laborof
others, takes something from the life around him. But as long as he gives life
more than he takes, he increases the sum of life; he is a plus, a positive quan
tity." In the healthy system, the ratio of output to input is high. By contrast, a

formerperson, a vampire, "reduces the quantity of life," takingmore thanhe
gives (1979, 121-22).
To borrow the terms of the book Tectology, which appeared in the same
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year as Engineer Menni, vampirism is a one-sided blood transfusion, a
struggle of old and young; it does not "increase the sum of elements for evo
lution."Menni, by contrast, puts his energy into the "common stream of
life," literally.His canals are like veins inwhich mutual blood transfusions
flow to strengthen all life. In the novel, Bogdanov hints that the projects to
replenish the heavenly body and the human body are analogous. Menni's
first two canals are namedAmbrosia andNectar, the food and drink of im
mortality inGreek mythology (Gk. ambrotos, immortal, immortalizing; nek
tar, overcoming death). Bogdanov seems to have picked Ambrosia andNec
tar from a list of nearly 200 canals named by Lowell and his precursor, the
Italian astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli (1835-1910).13 Mars's capitalist
vampires drain life to satisfy their constant craving; the engineer, however,
endeavors to replenish the aging planet, which is "twice as old as Earth"
(1979 [1908], 61), with the stuff of life eternal. The gods eat the dishes of
immortality,yet their immortalbodies know no hunger and have no need of
food. As
whatever

Jean-Pierre
forces

Vernant argues, the paradox
is a way
the human body may have, the gods possess

of saying that
these in a pure

and unlimited state (Vernant27). The divine body is defined in opposition
to a body whose forces ebb and flow. By this definition, thevampire, though
it is a reanimated corpse, precisely embodies mortality, constant fluctuation;
one may say that the vampire "lives" only to be subject to death, the decline
and increase of force.
Red Star
Menni is building aworld inwhich vampiric cycles of decline and increase
no longer apply.On theMars of Red Star,where socialist and scientific-tech
nical revolutions have already takenplace, the problem of energy flows has
been solved. TheMartians' ability to regulate force is revealed inRed Star's
first few pages: theMartians have succeeded in synthesizing "minus-matter,"
a substance that is repelled by celestial bodies. TheMartian emissaryMenni,
a descendant of the great engineer, shows Leonid a bottle of themarvelous
liquid.To travel space, theMartians counterbalance theweight of their ships
with just enough minus-matter to overcome gravity. Menni has put just
enough in the bottle tomake itweightless. The bottle of minus-matter is the
sign of the regulated systems Leonid will find onMars. The right balance of
forces, of "pluses" and "minuses" to use Bogdanov's terms, results in equi
librium. This balance is Bogdanov's recipe for harmonious development:
"Themore adaptable-that is, themore organized-[biological and social
on the planet's
detected markings
that he called canali
surface
Schiaparelli
as "canals,"
later misinterpreted
that is, proof of intelligent
life. Lowell
adopted
of which were
taken from mythology;
for newly discovered
names, many
Schiaparelli's
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Lowell
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A list and map of 183 canals, among
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forms] are those that unite a greater sum of flows-resistances [aktivnostei
soprotivlenii] inmore harmonious combination" (1995 [1922], 1: 111).
On Mars, self-correcting systems andmoving equilibria solve all problems
of supply and demand. Statistics make it possible for an individual suddenly
to eat two or three times his normal amount of food, or towear

a different

suit

every day. In utopian consumption, goods flow without surplus or shortage
(1979 [1908], 78-79). Economic equilibrium is paralleled by equilibrium of
bodily energy flows: onMars, everyone's life is perpetually renewed by mu
tualblood transfusions, "the comradely exchange of life not only in ideolog
ical, but also in physiological existence" (108-9). The Martian body and so
ciety are godlike; they possess perfect plenitude. As Leonid's Martian guide
and, later, loverNetti'4 explains, the failure of the earthly science of blood
transfusion to produce the same rejuvenating effect seems to have to do with
its private, philanthropic character: "onewho has a lot [of blood] gives it to
anotherwho needs it badly" (108). On capitalist Earth, with blood, as with
wealth, the gap between the haves and the have-nots is great. The one-sided
natureof blood donation indicates systemic crisis. Itspolitical analogue is the
blood being shed in the revolutionary struggle (13, 49, 188). On Earth, goods
and blood spill; force dissipates. Netti will laterargue that the real difference
between

the cultures of Earth and Mars

lies in the "general wastefulness

[ras

tochitel'nosti] in the process of development" that characterizes all earthly
life (158).
InNew World,Bogdanov argues thatwithout coercive norms, especially the
right to possession, our unsound social system, fraughtwith contradictions,
would collapse completely. "Itwould spill [rassypalos']," he says, "like a bar
relwithout hoops; itwould disintegrate, like a human body without the inte
grative and regulatory action of the nervous system." Norms organize our
disharmonious development, but not efficiently. They can stanch the outflow
of life," but not bring

of the "elements

them into balance.

In fact, the human

history of civil war indicateshow frequently these elements boil over.Custom,
law, andmorality prove unavailing, and earthly conditions of competition be
come carnage: "So it all is in reality, when

life's contradictions,

temporarily

in

tensified to an extreme, break through the shell of norms and play freely, spon
taneously.Then the enormous destruction of the elements of life-not only
those becoming decrepit but also those arising-reveals with stunning clarity
the realmeaning of 'development in contradictions"' (1924, 46).
Blood andminus-matter are not the only liquids stably bottled up onMars.
Menni, we learn fromhis ex-wife, "developed from boyhood tomanhood too
late, and too early began
14. She
drogyny,

is the namesake
as we

shall

to live the intense

life of a scientist

in the prequel.
of the engineer
Significantly,
an ideal for Bogdanov.

and thinker"

the latter is male.

see, represented
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(1979, 132).A checkup reveals that excessive brain development has choked
his reproductive function.Moreover, explains the doctor,Menni must mini
mize his sex play [liubovnye laski] in order tomake themost of his brain ac
tivity (132-33). Menni did not go throughpuberty, that stage, Bogdanov be
lieved, of wasted life force. That force is diverted into self-development:
Menni devotes himself to solving the problems of travel to new worlds, such
asVenus, where Martian expeditions, ledbyMenni, strugglewith a hostile na
ture- stormy oceans, high mountains, burning sun, hurricanes, disease, and
giant lizards (88-89). Menni is explorer, hunter, scientist, and inventor.The
spreadof his adaptive changes throughtransfusionormimicry may do farmore
for evolution thanhis sperm.
Menni's arrested sexual development was exceptional, but the ability to
channel energy flows is a trait allMartians inherit.On Mars, Leonid visits a
children's home, where the stages ofMartian growth are pointed out: capital
ism in childhood and adolescence; communism atmaturity. Leonid's guide, a
teacher, after reproving a small child for possessiveness, reflects on the grip
of the race's past:
One would think our communism is complete; we practically never have to refuse the children
anything. So where do they get a sense of personal property? [...] But it cannot be helped. It is
a general law of life: the development of the organism repeats the development of the species
in abbreviated form; in the sameway, the development of personality repeats the development
of society. Inmost cases a child's self-determination has this vaguely individualistic character.
The approach of sexual maturity at first intensifies it.Only in late adolescence does the social
environment finally conquer the remnantsof the past. (85)

This "general law of life" corresponds to the "biogenetic law"of theGerman
biologist and philosopher ErnstHaeckel (1834-1919).15Haeckel's law,which
has come to be known as the theoryof recapitulation, states that an organism
passes throughsuccessive stages resembling the series of ancestral types from
which it has descended. As Haeckel formulated it, "Ontogeny," the develop
ment of an individual organism, "recapitulatesphylogeny," the evolutionary
development and history of the species.
Though now discredited, recapitulation theory strongly influenced late
nineteenth-century social and educational thought. Its impact is apparent in
Bogdanov's concept of the adolescence of the humanoid race and individual.
At puberty,Martians go through theMartian epoch of anarchic individualism
(the epoch of class struggle inEngineerMenni); atmaturity, they acquire the
ability to regulate force (the epoch of communism inRed Star). The play of
the children hints at this nascent power. Leonid observes groups of children
a good case for the influence of Haeckel
on Bogdanov.
B. Adams
has presented
As
works were widely
in Russian
at the time
available
translation
points out, Haeckel's
see Vucinich
wrote
For a discussion
of Haeckel's
in Russia,
Bogdanov
(10-12).
reception
15. Mark

Adams

(186-96).
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digging ditches [kanavki]; these are embryos of Mars's canals [kanaly], the
marks

of the adulthood

of the race (85).

Old Wineskins
Leonid's adulthood is only a Martian adolescence. A child of the Old
World, Leonid experiences the shock of theNew like the onset of puberty.As
noted above, his growth cannot help but be wild and sickly. He is themost
complex form of life created under earthly conditions of disharmonious de
velopment, and, for that reason, the most unstable. Aboard the spaceship
Menni tells Leonid to expect "palpitationsof the heart, dizziness, and even
nausea."The disorder isweightlessness, but the symptoms are topoi of young
love.Menni immediately goes on to say thatLeonid will have trouble han
dling "water and other liquids, which will slip out of their vessels at the
slightest jolt" (34-35). In other words, Menni can restrain his sex, Leonid
cannot. The "barrel"bursts; he spills his seed. On Mars, Leonid visits theArt
Museum. Looking at statues and paintings of beautifulMartian female bod
ies, he experiences a "strange sensation"unlike the feeling of aesthetic appre
ciation towhich he is used: "itwas more like those vague premonitions that
disturbedme on the border of boyhood and youth" (93). All grown up on
Earth, Leonid is a pubescent boy onMars. The Old World drags him down;
stay on Mars

he falls apart. His

ends in a hospital,

and his return to Earth be

gins in one.
As Loren Graham has noted, Bogdanov does not shrink from pointing out
theproblems of socialist construction (Bogdanov 1984, 242-43). Leonid fails
to "collect"

himself.

But he has learned a lesson: he is not the Columbus

he

imaginedhimself to be. Back on Earth, he now sees the revolutionaries from
the long perspective of Mars: they are children. By the book's end, readers,
too, have the distance to reconsider the image of the revolutionary given in
the first few pages.
Leonid's manuscript begins in the bloody firstmonths of theRussian Rev
olution of 1905. Leonid relates his surprise at the tenacity of the old order.He
says that the bony hands of its corpse

squeeze

the living

in a convulsive

em

brace (13). Leonid would seem to be immune to the past; he rejects the pre
vailing morality, inparticular its gender roles. Leonid espouses polygamy and
is sure the future has it in store. He

is correct. On Mars,

women

change

hus

bands and lovers freely. There, gender boundaries are almost completely
blurred: unlike Leonid's Russian, theMartian language does not have the
grammatical category of gender; and, in accordancewith the theoryof the in
heritance of acquired characteristics, the convergence of social roles has all
but erased the physical differences between the sexes: since themen are no
longerhunter-gatherers,and thewomen no longer stay-at-homewives, the re
spective atrophy and hypertrophy of structures and organs has led to a kind
of bodily mean.

On Mars,

far from being

a social

threat (Stoker),
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change of fluids, in free love andmutual blood transfusions, is the hope of
human perfection; more sexual partners andmore donors mean thatmore
adaptive changes are spread.16
Leonid would seem to be immune to the past, but he is not. The vampire
seizes Leonid inways thathe, and the reader,could not see until he is trans
planted into the future.He turnsout to be an unregenerate earthling.The poi
son of individualism runs in his veins, and he threatenspollution.A professed
polygamist on Earth, Leonid is a jealous suitor onMars. He is clearly not the
"amoralist"he believed himself to be (14). Indeed,he cannot copewithout the
norms he spurns. Inhismad embrace [ob "iatiia]-the sameword Leonid used
to describe thevampiric grip of thepast-his Martian lover feels thewhole of
the old order, "its despotism, its egoism, its desperate thirst for happiness."
"Your love," she tells him, "is likemurder" (121).
Leonid can be a hero of his time, but not of another. InRed Star Bogdanov
has diagnosed the "sickness" of modern man, very much like Lermontov in
A Hero of Our Time (Lermontov 6: 213). Bogdanov invites comparison be
tween the novels by giving his sick hero a doctor namedWerner for a com
panion, just as Lermontov gave to Pechorin.17By the end of Red Star, Leonid
might saywith Lermontov's cruel hero, "There aremoments when I under
stand theVampire" (Lermontov 6: 327).'1
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